MEDIA RELEASE

THABO MBEKI FOUNDATION (TMF) AND THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH AFRICA (UNISA) TO LAUNCH THE THABO MBEKI SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

The TMF and UNISA are delighted to announce the launch of the newly established Thabo Mbeki African School of Public and International Affairs (TM School). The TM-School is a product of a strategic partnership between the two institutions to nurture and produce a critical mass of thought leaders and change-agents for the reconstruction and development of the African continent.

The TM School aims to equip its students with education and training that is grounded in the African context. Its primary objective is to enable its students to think critically and independently in order to navigate the labyrinth of challenges presented by the 21st Century.

As a premier graduate school in the field of public sector education, the TM School will employ transdisciplinary methodologies in its research and training of students, and maximise the infinite possibilities of experiential learning.

The initial course offering of the TM School will be comprised of formal and non-formal programmes. Further details will be outlined during the launch.

The virtual launch of the TM School will take place on Tuesday, 22 September 2020 at 3pm.

Members of public and the media are invited to use the following link to register:

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_MTFhYjU3ZjgtMzAxZC00Y2Y2LWIyZTctZWZmM2ZkY2FjNmUx%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%3a%22ca9a8b8c-3ea3-4799-a43e-5510398e7a3b%22%22Oid%22%3a%22e5d53638-7045-452c-9d7b-a989bfc01b40%22%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d
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For further enquiries, contact:

Nthabiseng Nkosi: nthabiseng@mbeki.org, 0789348787
Tshepo Neito: neitota@unisa.ac.za, 0813039114